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Kindle version formatting issues The book is great! If you work with high-functioning children on
the spectrum it really is a good resources. Best book I've ever browse concerning social issues
with kids I've been functioning as a Para-educator for autistic kids for 24 months and been
looking for a book such as this for awhile. Excellent content and intensely useful to construct a
systematic program . The Social Abilities Checklist is a mess.I honestly regret buying the kindle
version, better add a couple of $ and buy the paperback. It's years outdated and I still utilize
it as a reference. Best publication ever to greatly help find activities that help everyone Best
book ever to greatly help find activities that help everyone, but especially those children with
sensory issues. Addresses a variety, going method beyond the "five" senses.I assume it really is
my fault, as I will have checked how it looked, but I bought other kindle version books and
never had an issue.However the Kindle version is super bad. This is really a hands-on manual
that instead of just having tips it includes a plan. I really like the appendix that has the
worksheet and visual aid ideas. This publication uses the ABA approach and breaks everything
into modules therefore you aren't trying to work on too many complications at once. This is a
book I always recommend.I've shown this to many people at work plus they all like it. Despite the
fact that I am not really a social employee or psychologist this is a reserve they should own as
well! okay, but formatting is off There are no pages in the appendix, which can be an issue in
case you are taking a class as well as your professor assigns things by page numbers, or
wants to reference things in the appendix by page numbers. My social skills class was a
disaster because I possibly could never find out what web page I would have to be at.. Five
Stars Good book ! Five Stars loved it! Teachers love it as it is easy to use and the strategies
are easy to implement. The publication is well written, readable and has great ideas for
actions. The checklist is very helpful in identifying what areas need function and the Module
System really helps me to move step-by-step in teaching social abilities. Over all a great
publication, but acquired I known how it could have appeared on my kindle, I would've
bought the paperback. ok its an ok reserve, but I liked crafting connections and teaching kids
with autism to mind-read better.. Here are many examples which can be use in training
Teachers love it as it is easy to use and the .. This book offers practical approaches for school
settings. Social Skills Solution is quite helpful Public Skills Solutions is a must have for any parent
who is teaching their child the valuable sociable skills. It targets common cultural deficits that
are pervasive in the classroom placing. It also provides an assessment tool to create baselines
and monitor improvement. It does not include the tables or images or images or anything...
Excellent content and intensely useful to construct a systematic program for teaching
interpersonal skills. However, I came across the numerous grammatical errors to be relatively
distracting. The formatting is usually a little off. not what I anticipate from a published reserve
and needs to be corrected in potential printings/editions..
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